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Thread-Part 1

Do you want to know how your mind is manipulating? Who is doing it? How India

is on target to them and who is helping them. Just read this thread. It will help you

to understand things very clearly.

Let’s Start.

1 Office of Strategic Services (USA intelligence agency before CIA) Document shows that how the USA planned to use

Motion Pictures as a Physiological warfare weapon.
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2 To control the masses via commercials, movies, TV shows, documentaries, newsreels, animated cartoons, just to name a

few. “motion pictures are one of the most powerful propaganda weapons at the disposal of the USA.” This weapon is used

every day on people all over the world.

3 This document shows that how to use Hollywood companies to make motion pictures in foreign countries.



4 according to WikiLeaks, in 2007 Two USA officials EUR Senior Advisor Farah Pandith and S/P Member Jared Cohen met

with some people in the UK for future plans to work with Bollywood for their agenda. They wanted to make movies where

they want to show Muslims in good light.



5. In that meeting one Humeira Akhter was there. she has strong links with top Bollywood actors/actresses She also told

that, these stars are already interested to work with them

6. In that meeting they were also discus about the fund and possible tie-ups with Hollywood companies

7. in 2009 Karan Johar’s Dharma Production made a film ‘ Kurbaan’ on a discussed subject by USA officials, but it was a

flop. This film distribution right was with UTV. UTV is now a subsidiary company of USA Hollywood Company Disney!



8 in 2010 Dharma Production and Shahrukh Khan made a movie ‘ My name is Khan’. It was a joint production of Shahrukh

Khan, Karan Johar, and USA Hollywood Company Fox Star.

9 It was the first movie for Fox star in India and they have bought distribution rights for the highest ever price at that time at 1 

billion INR. 



10 In 2017, Sharukh Khan was honored at the San Francisco Film festival for his role in the film.

11 in 2009 before the release of this movie SRK has told the media that he was stripped during a security checkup at the

airport just because his surname is Khan. But, it was a PR stunt before this movie.

But, it was a PR stunt before this movie. He was working for a USA gov agency, how can this happen to him? But it was all

over in the media to get sympathy and PR for this movie.

12 Another Hollywood company Disney Inc. owned, Star network was used for the launch of its promotion in 70 countries.



These are only two films they have made? No there are many. Just imagine how some foreign country is using our film

industry as a psychological warfare and people was blindly trust all these stars.

Anyone can see how USA companies (These companies are part of CIA psychological warfare programs) were used for

funding and promotion to these movies.

This thread doesn’t end here. This is just part one. More parts are coming soon. I am working on it.

Please don't forget to retweet main tweet and tag your favorite handle so this thread can reach to maximum people.

As you all know that I am an independent researcher and I financially survive only on donation and my website. I invest lots

of time in research and investigation to help our country and common people.

You can support me by donating on my UPI ID vgajera@ybl
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